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Introduction 
 
As the Puget Sound One Regional Card for All (ORCA) system approaches end of life from a 
technology perspective there is a clear need for a second-generation system, which will build on 
the success of the first generation while also improving system, maintenance and the user 
experience. ORCA’s Joint Board (JB) has engaged Four Nines Technologies and CH2M HILL to 
help the region develop a strategy for procuring and implementing a next generation of the 
ORCA fare system in the Puget Sound Region.  
 
This is the final document establishing the strategy. The first document, ORCA Needs Analysis 
and Technology Survey, was delivered in final form on August 1, 2014. That document focused 
on the regional stakeholders and their requirements for the next generation system and it was 
developed in coordination with stakeholders from the seven transit agencies that currently 
participate in ORCA. Additionally, it provides a high level analysis of the current state of fare 
collection technologies as deployed in U.S. transit agencies.  

The Needs Analysis document outlined key findings in four areas: 

● The Technology choices available  
● Fare Policy considerations  
● Strategic choices for Administration  
● The Transition to the next generation system  

 
The strategies and recommendation for approaching these four areas is the subject of this 
document, ORCA Next Generation Strategy. This document has been presented in three drafts. 
Before each draft we reviewed the content with stakeholders and revised as appropriate. 
 

• This is the final version of the ORCA Next Generation Strategy. It establishes the 
strategic choices for the region in each of the four areas that were analyzed in the ORCA 
Needs Analysis and Technology Survey document, and makes recommendations. This 
strategy was informed by feedback received at Joint Board meetings and at multiple 
workshops held with the Site Managers and the Advisory Council on Technology (ACT) 
throughout the process of developing this strategy. 
 

After approval of the strategic recommendations by the Joint Board, the region should 
immediately begin work on a Concept of Operations, fare policy review, project 
administration, and implementation schedule.  Once the Concept of Operations is complete, 
the procurement process, which will include a Request for Information (RFI) and Request for 
Proposal (RFP) can start.  

 
 
Project Timeline 
The strategy project timeline can be seen in this illustration 
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Strategic Objectives 
In the course of building the Needs Analysis and establishing the strategic options, we have 
delineated a set of Strategic Objectives, which the regional stakeholders have suggested and 
agreed upon.  
 

● Improve customer experience 
○ Programs for unbanked/underbanked--create programs that make it easier for 

customers without banking relationships to use ORCA to purchase tickets, take 
advantage of ride discounts and participate fully in any services ORCA may offer 

○ Business and institutional programs--continue to provide programs that cater to 
the needs of local businesses and leverage the scale that their constituents 
provide 

○ Instantaneous availability of loaded value--increase customer satisfaction by 
eliminating the waiting period for value added to the ORCA cards 

● Increase ORCA usage 
○ All modes--make ORCA easily usable on all modes of transport 
○ Market penetration--make ORCA available through as many venues as possible 

in addition to the current retail network and ticket machines 
● Fiscal responsibility 

○ Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)--ensure that the new system is cost-
effective to implement and efficient to operate 

○ Lower upgrade and improvement cost--increase use of state-of-the-art 
technology to create efficiencies and design a system that is modular enough to 
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be easily upgraded as technology changes 
● Operational efficiency 

○ Roll out new functionality and upgrades faster--use technology and 
administration to enable the region to quickly assess and pilot new technology 
features and implement them efficiently 

○ Make data easier to access for agencies and public--allow agencies to find, 
analyze and report information easily 

Similarly, we have articulated a set of strategic guidelines in cooperation with the regional 
stakeholders. While these are not per se goals for the next generation system, they are 
important principles to bear in mind during the design and deployment: 
 

● Leverage what works 
● Provide security for agencies and public 
● Utilize next generation technologies 
● Plan for scalability and future upgrades   

 
The first four sections of this document describe the strategic options that we arrived at through 
the needs analysis process. The options are presented in four key areas: Fare Policy, System 
Architecture and Technology, Transition Plans, and Administration. In each of these categories, 
options are presented with a high-level analysis of the impact on cost of implementation and 
operations, schedule, risk, and how well each option meets the objectives set forth above. At 
the end of each category we have captured our recommendations. 
 
We evaluated the impact that each of the options presented would have in five key areas. Cost 
of ownership is split into the cost of implementation and the ongoing cost of operations. The 
project schedule impact describes whether an option would delay the project. Risk impact is 
whether the option may negatively impact the success of the project. Finally, we assessed the 
impact on the non-financial objectives of the project, which are to improve the customer’s 
experience with the ORCA system, increase ORCA use, and enhance operational efficiency. 
 
The remaining sections delve more deeply into the areas of cost estimates, with high level 
estimates, outline a potential schedule for implementation, articulate the risk assessment 
involved in each strategic option, and suggest metrics to track success. 

Fare Policy 
 
In the course of the needs analysis and technology survey there were a number of key findings 
regarding fare policy. A regional solution requires that the strategy address the different needs 
of the seven regional agencies. These findings included the following: 
 

● Fare policies must acknowledge and accommodate agency-specific needs. The 
authority to change fare policy resides exclusively with each agency’s governing board 
or council and not with the Joint Board 

● Fare policies and technology choices have an impact on the options 
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● Electronic fare collection should continue to outpace paper products and cash 
● Policies and technology that can increase ORCA penetration rates should be 

emphasized 
● New administration models and fare policies are linked and should be considered 

 
As a result of these insights, three fare policy options, which are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, were identified and are discussed here. 

Option 1: Simplify Fare Policies 
 
The benefits for ORCA of fare policy simplification include reduced technical complexity, in part 
through simplification of and reduction in the number of business rules – particularly the 
complex rules necessary for managing inter-agency transfers, especially where upcharges must 
be assessed.  
 
The region’s success in developing and implementing the regional pass program, transfer rules, 
and common rider category age thresholds have already greatly simplified fare policies and the 
associated ORCA business rules. Examples of further fare policy simplification include: 

• Reviewing current technical business rules with the intent of identifying unused or 
obsolete rules that make the current system complex   

• The elimination of some Business Account fare rules 
• The elimination of unused fare programs such as Washington State Ferries’ Commercial 

Account Program 
• The elimination of King County Metro’s fare zones and peak/off-peak pricing 
• The elimination of Sound Transit’s fare zones 
• The elimination of agency-specific passes issued by Everett Transit, Kitsap Transit, King 

County Metro, Pierce Transit, and the Washington State Ferries 
 
Policy simplifications such as these would make ORCA operations less complex and reduce the 
capital development, implementation, and operating costs of the next generation of ORCA.  This 
option would not preclude agency-specific fare policies, and would require discussion and action 
by the affected agency’s decision-making authority. 
 
Downstream benefits of simplification may include improved customer satisfaction, resulting in 
fewer customer service calls, and making it easier to respond to and satisfy customers.  
 
On the downside, fare policy simplification may limit the agencies’ flexibility to manage fare 
policies in the future. Focusing on a common set of regional fare policies and products and 
eliminating agency-specific products could make it more difficult for agencies to define market-
based fares (such as higher fares for those riders who are less sensitive to price and lower fares 
for those who are more price sensitive), implement demand management through fare policies 
such as time-of-day pricing, use pricing to incentivize travel or payment choices such as tactics 
to encourage the use of stored value and discourage cash fares, manage transfer privileges, 
and develop targeted fare programs such as options for low income riders.  
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Overall, fare policy simplification is unlikely to impact the business and institutional programs 
that are already in place, but if applied too rigidly, may make it difficult to implement new 
programs. Similarly, it will be important to consider tradeoffs between fare policy simplification 
and the desire of at least some of the agencies to adopt tactics to increase ORCA penetration 
and move toward cashless fare collection. 
 
From a cost perspective, fare policy simplification is expected to reduce regional implementation 
costs for upgrades and improvements, as well as ongoing regional operating costs. However, 
fare simplification may increase costs in other areas, so tradeoffs may be necessary. For 
example, with fewer options for managing and generating fare revenue, agencies will need to 
ensure that they use the available options to maintain revenue levels, since lower fares overall 
may increase the total cost of ownership. 
 
Since fare changes are politically sensitive, and fare policy simplification requires action by the 
each agency’s governing body, this option may impact the schedule and expose the project to 
implementation risks.  

Option 2: Centralize Implementation of Agency-Specific Products 
Currently there are common core products that support the ORCA vision at the regional level  
(e.g., stored value, regional passes, Business Passport, Business Choice). In addition to these, 
agencies are also able to develop agency-specific, customized products (e.g., local passes, 
special event and promotional media) and integrate them with ORCA. These agency-specific 
projects are managed centrally through the main ORCA interface. 
 
We examined two questions: First, should this ability to develop agency specific products be 
maintained in the next generation of ORCA? And secondly, should the system be changed to 
allow agencies direct access to manage their specific products?  
 
Allowing agencies to continue to develop agency specific products, in conjunction with fare 
simplification, provides a way for agencies to maintain fare policy flexibility while focusing the 
core ORCA system on a common set of regional fare policies and products. Benefits of this 
approach include ensuring that agencies have control over fare policies to manage agency fare-
related goals (such as the ability to use fares to manage demand, accommodate low income 
programs, and offer incentives to encourage ORCA penetration), as well as associated fare 
revenues.  
 
During our needs analysis, agencies expressed concern about the length of time required to 
deploy new fares. This problem is solved by giving the agencies direct access to manage their 
fare policies in ORCA. This option is also expected to reduce shared program costs by shifting 
development costs for agency-specific products to the agencies and limiting regional 
development costs to regional products. The downside of this approach is that it makes the 
agencies responsible for the development of agency-specific products and the associated costs. 
This approach would be neutral with respect to improving customer experience as agencies 
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deploy agency-specific fare products today. Continuing to allow agency-specific products would 
not have a negative impact on the schedule and is not expected to put the implementation at 
risk.  
 
Although shifting the deployment of agency-specific products to the agency level would increase 
the speed of deployment, accomplishing this technically would increase overall development 
cost and the complexity of the entire system. The agencies would also bear some of the cost of 
developing customized, agency-specific products. In contrast, keeping the deployment 
centralized would eliminate extra implementation cost as well as extra operational costs for the 
agencies. By reducing the regional development efforts required to bring the next generation of 
ORCA online, this option should have a positive impact on the schedule and is not expected to 
put the implementation at risk.  

Option 3: Build Capability for Future Fare Accumulators and Capping 
With fare accumulators and capping, customers pay per trip using stored value until a cap on 
dollars or trips is met for a defined period (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly). Subsequent trips during 
the period are free.  
 
A key benefit of this option is the convenience and flexibility it provides to riders, especially to 
those who cannot afford the up-front cost of a pass. Instead, riders’ fare payments accumulate, 
effectively enabling them to purchase passes over time. Fare caps may be set for various 
periods and riders can accumulate fares or trips toward incremental caps (e.g., day caps until 
weekly caps are met, and then weekly caps until monthly caps are met). Implementing 
accumulators and caps at the regional level does not preclude either the use or the 
development of agency-specific products (Option 2) or simplification of fare policies (Option 1). 
A regional fare accumulator/capping would require agencies to develop a revenue sharing 
methodology that considers all trips, including those made after caps are met. This need could 
be informed by the allocation methodology that was developed and is used for sharing ORCA 
Regional Pass revenues. 
 
In addition to improving the customer experience, accumulators are expected to increase ORCA 
usage and penetration. 
 
A concern about fare capping is the potential cash flow impact, particularly of weekly and 
monthly caps. At this time, fare capping has been implemented by only three agencies in the 
U.S. The three agencies that have introduced capping (AC Transit, Santa Clara Valley Transit 
Authority (SCVTA), and Houston METRO) have all implemented daily caps; METRO also 
awards bonus trips after a specified number of paid trips are taken. TriMet and St. Louis Metro 
are in the planning stages for fare capping and Washington State Ferries plans to include fare 
capping in the upcoming Request for Proposal for a planned reservation and fare system. 
Further analysis will be required to determine the cash flow implications of fare capping.  
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The regional implementation and operating costs of fare accumulators are expected to be 
neutral. This option is also expected to be neutral with respect to its impacts on schedule and 
implementation risk. 
 
 
Evaluation Criteria Key for Tables 

In each section we have created a table that shows the relative impact of each option presented 
in this document. We’ve used five criteria to describe these potential effects:  

● Implementation Costs -Total cost to the region of implementing these options 
● Operations Cost - Ongoing costs of ORCA system operation for the region over the life 

of the project 
● Schedule - Duration of the project until it goes live 
● Risk - Project exposure to challenges that could hinder a successful implementation 
● Objectives - Alignment with the non-financial strategic objectives identified for the 

project, which are to improve the customer’s experience with the ORCA system, 
increase ORCA usage, and enhance operational efficiency 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Fare Policy Recommendations 
Option 1: Simplify Fare Policies 
We recommend the agencies consider simplification of fare policies. 
 
The region should consider opportunities to simplify fare policies in conjunction with the 
preparation of the specification for the next generation of ORCA. This recommendation is made 
primarily because it is a good business practice to regularly re-examine and recognize the 
factors, in this case the specific fare policies, that drive the costs of system development, 
implementation, and on-going operations. Fare policies in particular drive the technical 
complexity of the ORCA system and should be reviewed even if the decision ultimately is made 
not to make changes. 
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Fare policies such as fare zones, peak/off-peak pricing, and agency-specific passes add 
complexity to ORCA business rules and may impact both capital and operating costs of the next 
generation of ORCA. In addition, there may be unused or obsolete business rules that make the 
system more complex than necessary.  Although no specific fare policies have been identified 
as “low hanging fruit” for immediate simplification, they should be assessed now in planning for 
the next generation of ORCA, and periodically in the future, particularly to identify those that 
may have downstream benefits for costs and customer satisfaction. Any proposals to simplify 
fare policies will be presented to the affected agency’s governing board or council for action. 
 
These reviews should also consider potential impacts of simplification on the agencies’ abilities 
to manage their fare policies in the future and to implement new programs to achieve agency-
specific fare-related goals and objectives. Further, while fare simplification is expected to reduce 
regional costs, it may result in increased costs in other areas. For example, simplification could 
reduce overall revenues – thereby increasing total cost of ownership. These tradeoffs should be 
carefully identified and evaluated. 
 
Finally, the sensitivities and challenges of implementing fare policy changes could result in a 
time-consuming process that could impact the schedule and expose the project to 
implementation risk.  

Option 2: Centralized Implementation of Agency-Specific Products 
We recommend the region maintain its current policy of deploying agency-specific products 
within ORCA. We also recommend that the interface for these products, including changes to 
them, remain centralized. 
 
Agency-specific products within the ORCA system allow agencies to answer the stakeholder’ 
needs particular to each agency. To remove agency specific products at this point would take 
away some benefits from riders while likely increasing deployment time and risk. The additional 
system complexity is not enough to drive risk or cost in any significant way. This approach 
therefore best meets all the program goals. 
 
While there is clearly a need for more rapid deployment of agency specific products, we 
recommend achieving this through operational efficiencies, specifically the streamlining of the 
approval and implementation process for new agency products, rather than system 
decentralization. The complexity and cost involved in developing new and decentralized 
interfaces and capabilities are not justified when they can be achieved through other less costly 
means. 

Option 3: Build Capabilities for Future Fare Accumulators and Capping 
We recommend the region not pursue implementation of regional fare accumulators and 
capping at this time, but maintain the flexibility to reconsider this option in the future. 
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Accumulators and capping would provide convenience and flexibility for customers, especially 
for those who cannot afford the price of a Regional Monthly Pass, and some of the agencies 
have expressed interest in fare capping. However, implementing it to replace the Regional 
Monthly Pass would be difficult. The region’s transit agencies have demonstrated their ability to 
work together to develop creative solutions to meet both agency and customer needs, and likely 
could develop a regional approach to fare capping. However, capping is complex. 
Implementation at the regional level would likely exceed the time available in the current 
schedule for the next generation of ORCA implementation. Instead, the region should include 
accumulators and capping in the specifications for the next generation of ORCA, thereby 
allowing individual agencies to implement this functionality while also preserving the flexibility to 
reconsider the regional concept more fully in the future. This approach is intended to enable the 
region to reconsider capping along with opportunities to simplify fare policies. 

Fare Policy:  Next Steps 
The Fare & Finance SAAT will review existing ORCA business rules and evaluate opportunities 
to simplify fare policies, beginning with their first meeting in the 1st Quarter of 2015. These 
discussions will consider the tradeoffs between fare policies and their implications for the 
agencies’ fare policy and revenue objectives, and rider and ridership impacts, as well as ORCA 
development and operating costs and business rules. These discussions will need to be timed 
to provide guidance for the preparation of specifications for the next generation of ORCA. 
However, it is understood that it is the agencies’ policymaking bodies that must adopt any fare 
policy changes. 

 
System Architecture and Technology Solutions 
 
In this section, we discuss the options available in three areas: system architecture, which is the 
foundation of the system, where the rider accounts are held, and payment technologies.  
 
Technology: System Architecture 
The choices in system architecture are between the more modular approach of open 
architecture, and a proprietary system that represents a closed architecture. 

Option 1: Open Architecture 
A system built on open architecture consists of a design where data exchange and format is 
based on industry standards and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that are published 
by the Contractor and fully owned or licensed by the agency, allowing for interoperability of 
equipment from different suppliers. This is in contrast to a closed architecture, where the 
interfaces are proprietary. Most systems built on open architecture still contain proprietary 
components and or software, however proprietary solutions are avoided where possible. 
 
A key benefit of open architecture is the flexibility of not being wed to a single supplier when 
system modifications, expansions and enhancements are needed. Because the key system 
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interfaces are defined by published APIs, a system built on open architecture also enables the 
agency to perform separate procurements for major system components which can lead to 
increased competition and the acquisition of best of class products and components at each 
node in the system. Many of the region’s fareboxes will reach the end of their planned life cycle 
shortly after the deployment of the next generation of ORCA. An open architecture could allow 
them to procure fare boxes that include readers that would function with the new system. 
Additionally, an open architecture may allow for faster integration with existing agency systems. 
 
There are several key factors that need to be considered when designing a system utilizing 
open architecture.  

● API Ownership and Maintenance - The APIs must be maintained through the life of the 
system. As changes to software are made, a review of the APIs must be performed and 
any necessary updates made to the APIs. This is typically an included service in the 
software maintenance agreement with the central system supplier. API changes also 
need to be coordinated with all suppliers who utilize the APIs.  

● Agency Resources and Risk - Should a multiple procurement approach be selected, it 
is difficult for agencies to avoid shouldering some of systems integration risk. While 
much of this risk can be transferred by placing system integration responsibility on the 
central system supplier (aka System Integrator - SI), finger pointing between the SI and 
another supplier could still occur should a situation arise that is not addressed in the 
contract. Also, additional agency resources will likely be required to oversee the 
integration efforts. 

● Industry Resistance - Historically many system suppliers have resisted the open 
architecture design for fear of loss of control and therefore long-term revenue over who 
is able to interface with their proprietary systems. More recently this has become less of 
a factor as industry momentum around API-based open architecture systems is 
becoming a preferred design.  

Option 2: Proprietary System (closed architecture) 
A system that utilizes proprietary data formats and system interfaces usually requires that all the 
system components be furnished by a single supplier who controls and has access to the 
system interfaces. The biggest benefit to procuring a highly proprietary system is the “one throat 
to choke” analogy. Because the agencies have no access to the key system interfaces, they are 
able to transfer essentially all of the integration and implementation risk to the single supplier.  
 
On the other hand, because proprietary systems are controlled by the supplier/builder and 
essentially closed to other supplier’s components, system upgrades and expansions tend to be 
more expensive and may not allow the agencies to obtain the best of breed products.  

Technology: Accounts 
This section addresses the choices about the way business is transacted; either by an account-
based system that manages the fares in the back office, or a card-based system that handles 
transactions between the user’s card and the vehicle’s reader. 
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Option 1: Account-based 
With the deployment of high speed wireless networks that blanket many large and medium 
sized metropolitan areas, account-based transit fare payment systems are the preferred choice 
for most new system implementations. In an account-based system the customer’s card or other 
form of fare media serves as a credential linking the user with a transit account stored in the 
system’s back office. Little to no data is written to the card in an account-based system, 
resulting in simplified transaction processing at the device. Complex fare calculations and the 
application of business rules are performed centrally in the back office. One of the biggest 
drawbacks of card-based systems, 1-3 day delays in recognizing value loads to the card, is 
addressed in an account-based system with the deployment of real-time communications, 
enabling near real-time loading and use of value.  
 
Because account-based systems require real-time wireless communications to process fare 
transactions, there is the added cost of cellular communications for every bus in the fleet 
(approx. $10 per vehicle/month) to facilitate on-board bus fare payments. Even with today’s fast 
network communications, it is difficult to always obtain a response from the central system in the 
approximately half a second (500 milliseconds) needed to avoid impacting dwell times. Poor 
cellular coverage in certain service areas and network latency has to be considered in the 
system design. To avoid longer dwell times in these circumstances account-based systems 
typically employ a “one ride risk” design, which results in an approved boarding even if a 
response from the central system has not been received in approximately 500ms. This risk is 
lessened for trains, ferries and streetcars, which use “connected” devices. A key feature of the 
“one ride risk” design is the use of hot lists (known bad card numbers) resident on all the 
readers in the network which allows hotlisted cards to be rejected by the reader without the 
need to communicate with the central system. Frequently updating the hotlist (i.e. every 1-2 
minutes) lowers the risk of accepting a bad card again.  
 
Account-based systems also have an advantage over card-based systems when system 
flexibility and expansion are considered. Open payments and mobile payments (see subsequent 
sections) rely on an account-based design. Additionally the cost of fare media (smart cards) is 
typically lower since the card only serves as an account credential and therefore has low data 
storage and data processing requirements. 
 
The current generation of ORCA is a card-based system and thus lacks any significant 
compatibility with an account-based system. 

Option 2: Card-based 
In card-based systems there is no need for real-time communications with the system’s back 
office. Customer account information and transaction history are stored on the card. Fare rules 
are stored on the reader eliminating the need for real-time connection to the back office. Due to 
the offline nature in which many transactions are performed the card serves as the system of 
record in card-based systems. The back office is updated on a regular basis as offline devices 
establish communications and transmit the most recent transaction information for backup and 
reporting purposes.  
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The biggest benefit of card-based systems is the speed at which transactions occur. Since 
communications with the back office are not needed to complete a closed-loop fare transaction 
there is no delay resulting from network latency or poor communications and therefore concerns 
with associated dwell time increases or fraud exposure are mostly avoided. 
 
There are a number of characteristics of card-based systems that are generally viewed as 
negative. Since most card-based systems do not utilize real-time communications, one of the 
most significant is the inherent delay associated with getting web-based and Autoload add value 
information to the readers and to the customer’s card so that it may be used for fare payment. 
This can be mitigated by adding real-time communications to a card-based system. However, 
that approach accrues the extra expense of an account-based system without gaining the 
flexibility or inexpensive media options. Additionally, the requirement to write to the card means 
a card-based transaction is more complex than an account-based transaction and therefore 
more complex readers and cards are needed. Also there are potential compatibility challenges 
associated with the use of other fare media form factors such as key fobs, phones, etc. since 
these are typically designed to work in account-based systems. 

Technology: Payments 
The last set of options in this section deals with the way that customers pay for their rides. The 
open payments option allows riders to pay with a variety of media that they may already have in 
their possession such as mobile devices, credit cards, or debit cards. Closed loop payments 
narrow the options of payment for customers to an agency-specific card like ORCA. 

Option 1: Open Payments 
A system that is designed to accept open payments is one that allows customers to directly pay 
a fare using a bank issued contactless credit/debit card (i.e. Visa payWave, Mastercard 
PayPass, American Express ExpressPay) when boarding a bus or proceeding through a fare 
gate. By accepting open payments a transit agency offers its customers an alternative way to 
pay using a payment instrument (card) that is already in their wallet, thus avoiding the burden of 
having to exchange their universally accepted currency (cash or credit card) for transit currency 
(transit ticket or card). Another advantage to the region is that including open architecture and 
open payments in the design lets some agencies choose to accept open loop payments while 
others may choose not to. Some agencies believe that regions that have high tourist 
populations will especially benefit from the adoption of open payments. Open payments should 
also reduce an agency’s fare media acquisition and distribution costs since the cards are 
furnished by the customer’s bank or credit union. Finally, open payments are compatible with 
mobile wallets such as Apple Pay, Google Wallet and Soft Wallet (formerly ISIS Wallet). Open 
payments typically involve higher transaction costs than closed loop payments and are not 
usually offered with discounts or passes. 
 
There are several key factors that need to be considered when deciding whether to allow 
customers to directly pay for their fare using open payments. 
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● Transaction Processing Cost - Like all credit/debit card-based transactions there is a 
cost to the merchant, in this case the agencies, for allowing customers to pay with their 
bank cards. For low value transactions such as a single ride fare this interchange cost is 
typically 7%-8% of the fare value.  

● One Ride Risk - Accepting open payments also increases the risk of authorizing a ride 
when a bad form of payment is presented and due to the need to maintain short dwell 
times a local payment authorization is performed instead of the more time consuming 
bank authorization. This risk can be partially mitigated through the use of hotlists 
maintained locally on the reader. As previously noted, this risk is lessened for trains, 
ferries and streetcars, which use “connected” devices. 

● Limited Availability of Media - While the payment card industry is moving toward 
adoption of the EuroPay Mastercard and Visa (EMV) standard in 2015, it appears that 
nearly all the US card distributors plan to issue EMV contact-only cards, which without 
the contactless interface will be of little use in the transit fare payment environment. 

● Mobile Open Payments - While mobile wallets using Near Field Communication (NFC) 
technology have, until now, been hampered by the limited availability of NFC enabled 
smart phones and the lack of a mobile payment ecosystem that has been widely 
adopted, the recently announced Apple Pay system has the potential to resolve these 
issues.  

● PCI/DSS Compliance - While all field equipment and infrastructure would be required to 
be brought into Payment Card Industry - Digital Security Standard (PCI-DSS) 
compliance in order to accept open payments, it is highly likely that the region would 
elect to maintain compliance even absent the acceptance of open payments. Agency 
infrastructure enhancements and operational changes needed to become compliant and 
to maintain compliance may not be substantial.  

Option 2: Closed Loop Payments 
A closed loop payment is a transaction that is performed using a form of currency that may only 
be used to pay for specific services and products. The value that is stored on the existing ORCA 
card may only be used to pay for transit service at agencies that participate in the ORCA 
program. Unlike an open payment, the ORCA card and value cannot be used for instance to 
pay for groceries at the local market.  
 
The benefits to agencies who adopt a closed loop payment solution include quicker transaction 
authorizations that do not require banking network authorization and no card association or 
processing fees that can amount to 7%-8% of the value of a fare payment transaction, along 
with fewer PCI and Personally Identifiable Information (PII) risks. Some of the more significant 
drawbacks to closed-loop payments are lower customer convenience particularly for occasional 
users and tourists, and higher fare media acquisition and management costs since agencies 
cannot look to others such as banks to issue the cards. 
 
Open and Closed loop payments are not mutually exclusive. Systems can be designed to 
accept both forms of payment. A closed loop and card-based system could also be 
accomplished using real-time infrastructure. While the readers would still rely on hotlists, valid 
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lists, and instruction sets, the lists and instructions would be updated regularly throughout the 
transit day, thus eliminating much of the current lag in card actions (Autoload, etc.). 
 
The impacts of the various technology options are portrayed in the following table:

 
 

  
 

Technology Recommendations 

Technology: System Architecture 
We recommend that the region adopt an open architecture design for the next generation 
system. Open architecture utilizing published Application Program Interfaces (APIs) increases 
the flexibility of the built system. The ORCA participants are able to reduce their reliance on the 
central system supplier should there be a desire to have new devices or service providers 
interface with the system. This flexibility often leads to more competitive procurements that 
lower acquisition costs. An open architecture also enables the ORCA participants to undertake 
separate procurements for various system components, which increases the competition and 
encourages best of breed products and services. We believe these benefits outweigh the added 
integration risk that the ORCA participants assume through this design.  
 
Technology: Accounts 
We recommend the system be account-based. Essentially every other payment system 
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(Visa/MC/AMEX, PayPal debit, and prepaid-debit), loyalty, security cards and rewards programs 
utilize an account-based design. Consumers are familiar with the conceptual workings of these 
systems and thus will be quick to associate fare payment to other forms of consumer payments 
they are comfortable using. The near real-time processing of transactions on an account-based 
system also provides a better user experience and one that today’s technology savvy consumer 
has grown to expect. Account-based systems centralize business rules and transaction-
processing operations are less complex than in a card-based system, resulting in lower 
operating and maintenance costs. Since the fare instrument only serves as a credential linking 
the transaction to an account, relatively inexpensive but secure media (cards) can be utilized.   

Technology: Payments 
We recommend the system be designed for both closed loop and open payments. Closed loop 
payments are the least expensive to process since they are not associated with bank card 
association and transaction processor fees. Closed loop payment media is accessible to all 
including low income and unbanked customers. Closed loop payment media helps promote the 
ORCA brand. Also closed loop payments better accommodate the wide variety of fare 
categories and fare products that are typically associated with transit fare policy.  
 
Together with a decision to design an account-based system, we recommend that the next 
generation system be designed to accommodate open payments including the necessary 
software, hardware, and facility infrastructure needed to achieve PCI-DSS compliance in 
alignment with applicable standards. Open payments provide customers with more options to 
pay, especially for infrequent and tourist riders who may not wish to obtain a closed loop form of 
media. Additionally, the ever-evolving mobile payments landscape including mobile wallet 
products such as Apple Pay, Google Wallet, and Softcard are all designed around open 
payment transactions. Tremendous growth is expected to occur in mobile payments in the 
coming years and it would be prudent to design the new system to take advantage of the 
growth. At this time we believe the additional cost to design and build a system to accommodate 
open payments is worth maintaining the flexibility to accept open payments at system launch or 
sometime in the future.  

Transition Plans 
 
The technical and physical transition from the first to the second generation of ORCA is critical 
to the success of the project and may be quite difficult to achieve. A central piece of the strategy 
will be how to handle the transition in a way that does not adversely impact the customer 
experience or unduly burden the regional agencies. In this section we explore both the 
sequence of the transition and the operational model for the next generation of ORCA. 

Transition: Sequence 
The key to a technically manageable transition that also doesn’t adversely impact the user 
experience of ORCA will be the sequence of the roll out. ORCA can be roughly divided into 
three elements: The cards, the field equipment and the back-end system. Each of these 
elements will need to be transitioned from the current system to the next generation system.  
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This is visually represented in the following diagram: 

 
 

Here we explore four options. First we examine the option of not replacing the existing system. 
Then we examine three approaches to replacement. While we examined parallel operation and 
replacing either field equipment or the back-end first, we did not seriously contemplate replacing 
the cards first, because new, account based, cards require new field equipment to function. 

Option 1: Maintain Existing System 
In order to better understand the implications of the choices, we evaluated an option of keeping 
the current system. This option is presented primarily for the purpose of comparison with the 
other options. Under this option the existing back-end system, front-end devices and ORCA 
cards would be maintained. Components would only be replaced as end-of-life analysis 
dictated. 
 
Clearly this approach would provide dramatically lower implementation costs to any system 
replacement, as the equipment and system are already in place. However, the operational costs 
for a system built and installed many years ago could be significantly higher.  More complex and 
proprietary readers that are not currently produced are inherently more costly to maintain or 
replace.  Additionally any updates to field equipment can only be acquired through a single 
vendor.  
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The implementation for this approach would effectively happen immediately and the risk of not 
implementing is essentially zero. However many of the strategic goals would be poorly served 
by this option, as it would not improve customer experience, is unlikely to increase ORCA 
usage, increases upgrade and improvement costs and does nothing to improve operational 
efficiency. 

Option 2: Parallel Systems 
One transition option would be to run old and new systems in parallel. In this approach, a new 
system (cards, field equipment, back-end) would be procured and stood up in parallel to the 
existing ORCA system. Neither system would interact with the other. Both riders and operators 
would need to know the difference between the two systems and not try to commingle them. 
Riders with old ORCA cards would need to only interact with old field equipment, and riders with 
next generation ORCA cards could only tag them on next generation field equipment.  
 
After the next generation system is fully deployed and functional, the old system could be stood 
down. While old cards could continue to be used in a next generation account-based system, 
that might lead to further user confusion. 
 
There is only one major transit system that has completed a conversion from a card-based to an 
account-based fare system, Chicago Transit Authority. CTA chose to use the parallel system 
approach. Their primary reason for this choice was a concern that any approach that involved 
the vendor of the old system would prejudice the new procurement towards that vendor. It’s also 
worth noting that CTA has a very large gated rail system and only one bus service that used the 
old fare system. This option would be far easier to procure, develop and roll out than the Field 
Equipment First option. It would also likely be less expensive as it is fundamentally cheaper. 
 
It would add some difficulties, however, in installation as every reader instance would need to 
be replicated. This would mean that buses would require two readers; platforms would require 
two validators, every location with TVMs would require one for each system, customer service 
would require two terminals and every fare inspector would have to carry two inspection 
devices. For field locations with two devices today (for example where RapidRide and Swift 
meet Link or Sounder) this approach would require four devices during the transition. On 
vehicles and platforms it might prove difficult to find space, power and communications 
capabilities. Additionally, depending on the new system architecture, riders might need to 
change cards prior to decommissioning the old system. It might also be extremely difficult to 
interface two readers with the DDU or other custom built systems on vehicles.  
 
This approach would make the rider experience less than optimal. Riders with old cards would 
need to interact only with old readers on buses, old TVMs and old validators. The opposite 
would be true for riders with new cards. This would create a host of problems for customer 
service trying to help customers navigate this maze. 
 
This second approach is graphically represented in the following illustration:  
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The implementation sequence for this option is defined in the following Gantt chart: 

 

Option 3:  Field Equipment First  
If the two systems were not operated in parallel, the question becomes which element to 
replace first. Here we examine the option of replacing the Field Equipment first. The first step in 
this option would be to procure new card readers for all the field devices. This would include 
new validators for buses and platforms, new readers for Ticket Vending Machines (TVMs) and 
new handheld validators. These modern readers would be capable of loading multiple pieces of 
firmware in order to work with multiple card types as well as multiple back-end systems.  
 
The new field equipment would therefore be capable of accepting existing ORCA cards and 
conducting all the same transactions that today’s ORCA field equipment conduct. Additionally 
they could read next generation ORCA cards and conduct all the required transactions with new 
cards. In this way, riders would be able to use old and new ORCA cards in exactly the same 
way, by tapping them on the same device.  
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After the new field equipment was procured, a new back-end system would be procured. The 
new system, the foundation of the next generation ORCA system, would include all the 
transaction processing, business rules and next generation ORCA cards. The vendor for the 
next generation ORCA would be required to write firmware that could be loaded on the new field 
equipment which would interact with next generation cards and the next generation back-end 
system.  
 
After the next generation system was fully functional the original ORCA back-end could be 
decommissioned. The old cards would need to be swapped for new cards or, in an account- 
based system; the old cards could continue to be used as account-based cards. This approach 
is essentially the model that London Transport used in their conversion from a legacy card-
based system to an account-based system that accepts open payments. If ORCA pursues this 
path it would be valuable to explore London’s approach more carefully. 
 
The keys to this approach lie in the new field equipment. The readers would need to be capable 
of simultaneously running firmware for the original ORCA system and the next generation 
system. Additionally, the region would need to engage the current vendor to develop firmware 
that can be loaded on the new readers and yet interacts with the original cards and back-end. 
An alternative approach would be to engage the current vendor to provide field equipment for 
the entire system which would not only continue the operation of the old field equipment, but 
would be capable of loading firmware from the new vendor. 
 
At least two operators, Community Transit and King County Metro, have integrated the ORCA 
Driver Display Unit (DDU) with other agency-specific on-board systems. In addition to managing 
the ORCA system, King County Metro operators use the DDU to manage their radio and other 
on-board systems. Any transition method must take into account the integration between these 
various systems and unique to each agency. For the TVMs it would require that the TVM vendor 
(Scheidt and Bachmann) create software to integrate with different back-ends based on which 
card was presented. This might prove technically difficult. 
 
The chief benefit to field equipment first approach is that there would be very little disruption to 
the rider community. They would simply continue to use their existing cards with new field 
equipment in the same place and with the same branding as the old users. Additionally, the new 
on-board readers on buses will likely be able to use the same power and mounting as the old 
readers making the physical transition simple. The operators, as well, would have a simple 
transition, as their interaction with both the system and the riders would be largely the same. 
 
This approach is inherently more complex than the other option and therefore likely to be more 
expensive. The primary challenge inherent in this approach is securing the current vendor's 
cooperation. Absent cooperation of the current system vendor this approach becomes so 
difficult and risky as to be untenable. The current vendor may not have the appropriate 
development resources to create firmware for modern readers and may be reluctant to help the 
region move to field equipment they didn’t provide. Without the current vendor's participation, 
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the interface between the field equipment and the other two elements would need to be reverse 
engineered. Maintaining the stability of this system through updates and configuration changes 
would be practically impossible. The device management system of the current field equipment 
would fail. 
 
This approach is graphically represented in the following illustration: 

 
 
The implementation sequence for this option is defined in the following Gantt chart: 

 

Option 4: Back-end system first 
The final option we considered is to replace the back-end system first. This approach has a 
great deal in common with the Parallel systems approach in that most of the two systems would 
be operating in parallel. The primary difference is that buses and wayside validators would not 
need to be duplicated. Additionally, there would be a single system of record, the new back-end 
system.  
 
With this option, the new account-based back-end system would be brought online and updated 
with all the data from the old system overnight. At this point the new back-end would be the 
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system of record. New field equipment could be deployed in place of the old field equipment. 
New field equipment presented with old cards would treat them as account based cards, read 
the account and process the transaction accordingly. Old field equipment would still send their 
transactions to the old back-office. Any transactions occurring in the old system would be swept 
nightly and updated in the new system. New cards would not be rolled out until all the field 
equipment in the system was replaced and the old system was shut down. 
 
This system would present a seamless customer experience and would not require the 
participation of the current vendor. Unfortunately it has a number of technical difficulties. Most of 
these are centered around the fact that the old system, both the back-end and the cards, would 
not contain any transactions that occurred on the new system. That means the cards would 
contain inaccurate stored value amounts and might not contain a current list of active passes in 
the account. There are potential workarounds for these problems: Account balance indicators 
could be turned off on the old system validators, and passes could be updated using the 
UPASS interface with the old system. Nonetheless this would present a significant technical 
challenge and serious potential risk. 
 
This option would be simpler and less risky with cooperation from the current vendor, even at a 
relatively low level. If the current vendor were to write, or support another party in writing, a two-
way gateway between the existing and next generation back-ends, it would enable both 
systems to be up to date with no more lag than is present in the current system. 
 
This approach is represented in the following graphic: 
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The implementation sequence for this option is defined in the following Gantt chart: 

 
 
Transition: Operating Model 
Next we will consider how the new system will be operated. The current system is operated by 
the vendor under contract. They host the equipment and are responsible for the upkeep and 
maintenance of the system. We will consider continuing that option and migrating to in-house 
operations. 

Option 1: Vendor Operated 
Under this model, the chosen vendor would operate and maintain the system, similar to the first 
generation of ORCA. Bug fixes and system upgrades would be included in the operations 
agreement and payments. The system would be hosted at a site chosen by the vendor and all 
connectivity, power and availability would be the vendor’s responsibility. System availability 
would be the subject of a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the region and the vendor. 
 
This approach is familiar to the region and simple to implement. There are clear lines of 
authority and responsibility, and the region and agencies would not be required to hire support 
staff or build out infrastructure.  
 
Using this approach, the region gives up direct control over system infrastructure, system 
updates and system security. Additionally, being wholly reliant on one supplier can result in a 
high cost for system changes/enhancements. 

Option 2: Agency Operated 
Under this model, ORCA agencies or a designated entity would operate and maintain the 
system. A separate Software Maintenance Agreement would be signed with the vendor, which 
would cover bug fixes and system upgrades. The system would be hosted at a site chosen by 
the region and all connectivity, power and availability would be the region’s responsibility. 
 
Under this model, the region would maintain complete control over design, operation, and 
enhancements to the system. Additionally this could potentially impact procurement competition, 
as some vendors might not be capable of or interested in system operation. This option also 
increased the flexibility to perform segmented procurements. 
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An agency or the region could outsource these tasks to a third party, mitigating some of the 
execution risk. This model does, however, require the region to develop and maintain a program 
office complete with resident experts in the technology that comprises the system. Additionally, 
the operation and maintenance risks are largely borne by the region and it would be likely that 
additional capital funding for the system would need to be secured to roll the project out. 

Option 3: Public Private Partnership 
We also explored an alternative ownership model for the Next Generation ORCA system, Public 
Private Partnership (PPP). In this model, the vendor would be responsible for all the capital 
expense of building the project, would receive all revenues and would reimburse the region and 
agencies for the fares received, less an agreed upon fee. This model is currently used in 
Chicago for the Ventra card.  
 
The advantage of this approach is the significantly lower implementation (capital) cost to launch 
the project. Beyond agency staff time, the implementation costs for the region could be nothing. 
The lower implementation costs would almost certainly be offset by higher operating costs as 
the vendor looked to recoup their capital expenditures by operating fees. The length of time to 
procure the system would likely increase as the ownership model is more complex and would 
involve significant negotiations with the vendor. Additionally there is a higher risk that either the 
region wouldn’t be able to come to agreeable terms with a vendor or the vendor would fail to 
implement the solution altogether. 
 
The impacts of the various transition options are portrayed in the following table. Note that the 
options are compared to a generic replacement system. For example, the green circle 
representing the implementation cost for the current system indicates that keeping the current 
system would be less costly to implement than a simple replacement system. 
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Transition Recommendations 

Transition: Sequence 
We recommend replacing the field equipment first. Staying with the current system would 
increase operating costs to maintain aging equipment and would not meet the strategic goals of 
improving the customer experience or operational efficiency. Parallel systems would provide a 
confusing and negative rider experience and would be very difficult, perhaps impossible to 
accomplish because of the on-vehicle issues. Replacing the back office first would likely present 
a sub-optimal rider experience (inaccurate or missing stored value balances) and would be very 
difficult and perhaps impossible technically. 
 
Replacing the field equipment first would provide a seamless transition for riders and preserve 
the ORCA brand. While it adds some implementation cost and complexity, it ultimately lowers 
operational costs and far better meets the project goals. It also enables the region to roll out 
new functionality and upgrades faster, and ultimately carries a lower implementation risk 
because of the technical difficulties on the vehicle for the parallel option. 
 
This option is, however, wholly dependent on the participation of the current ORCA vendor. We 
therefore recommend that the current vendor be engaged to participate as soon as this strategy 
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is approved. If for any reason that engagement does not succeed, the remaining options will 
have to be explored in more technical detail prior to making a choice. 
 
During the development of the concept of operations we recommend designing all three options 
to the next level to further explore technical viability and compare the impacts of the three 
approaches.  This ensures that there is at least one viable option in the event that the current 
vendor’s participation is not secured. 

Transition: Operating Model 
We recommend the region evaluate various operating models and select the appropriate 
organization for each element. In examining the operational model, it is important to recognize 
that this is not a binary choice.  Different elements of the system could be operated by different 
organizations.  
 
We recommend that the region perform an analysis of the services as they are currently 
provided and determine which ones should continue to be managed in the same manner and 
which should be changed. Based on our needs assessment, the following table outlines our 
preliminary recommendations for operation and maintenance of each element of the system. 
For those elements for which more than one option would be suitable we have also identified an 
alternate choice. The (✓) indicates how these functions are performed for ORCA today. 
 
Operations and Maintenance Task Table 

Element Outsourced to Vendor or 
Third Party 

Performed by 
Region/Agency 

Card distribution  ✓ Recommended 

Sales  ✓Recommended 

Customer Service  ✓ Recommended 

Website hosting ✓ Recommended  

Website maintenance/CMS ✓ Recommended 

Back-end system hosting ✓ Recommended  

Software maintenance ✓Recommended  

Back-end hardware 
maintenance 

✓Recommended  

Front end hardware 
maintenance 

 
✓ Recommended 
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Administration 
 
There is general agreement among stakeholders that the model works well in almost all 
instances, although managing technical issues with the current vendor is an exception. There is 
also agreement that, while planning the next generation ORCA system, an assessment of 
administration models may be appropriate. The current Joint Board structure and Interlocal 
Agreement work well and no changes are recommended to the ORCA governance model. 
 
The strategic options that came out of these discussions reflect some differences in opinion 
between the stakeholders, and decisions need to be made on two levels: whether or not to 
examine the administration model prior to procurement of the next generation system, and 
which model is best positioned to leverage the existing successful working relationships and 
streamline decision making going forward. Two areas for particular exploration are how to build 
and maintain a long-term technical vision as part of the strategy, and how agencies participate 
in developing and testing new technologies. 
 
Participants in our stakeholder needs analysis made the four comments below. 

● “We do need to tweak our structure but our experience is with one vendor. As we 
identify strategy other models for both administration and the vendor relationship will 
likely develop. I cannot see the agencies moving away from the Joint Board 
(oversight).” 

 
● “If a new model for day to day administration is created it is still crucial to ensure that a 

primary point of contact for each agency is present to manage communications to all 
necessary parties.” 

 
● “A mature operational model is needed and would assist in eliminating current 

difficulties. (i.e. patch and vulnerability management, lifecycle management, capacity 
planning, software development methods should all be standards in a mature 
operation model).” 

● “Though ease of managing a future system is key, we may decide to have a third party 
or one agency manage. An agency like Sound Transit may be able to handle the 
support for the other agencies instead of one size fits all.” 

Administration: Evaluation Options 
The first choice is whether to explore in more depth new administration prior to selection of a 
new vendor and implementation of the new system.  

Option 1: Evaluate New Administration Models  
The key decision here is timing--whether to look at new models now, or at some time in the 
future. When choosing and implementing a new technology, it is good practice to review all 
surrounding structures and processes. A change in administration is not trivial, and the options 
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here are necessarily presented only at a high level. The downsides of choosing to evaluate 
administration now are delays in the schedule, and the necessity to form a team to evaluate and 
determine the best new structure. The impact on the project is neutral in cost but may affect the 
scheduling by extending the time required for implementation. Reviewing administration has a 
positive outcome on the project goals, because the administration model affects all four goals. 

Option 2: Keep Existing Model 
This option is the choice to delay examination of the administration model, and complete the 
project with the administration model that exists today. The benefit of this option is to spare the 
region the pain of a change in decision-making processes at the same time as a new 
technology implementation. The downside is that the status quo remains; though the model 
works well in many instances, the opportunity for objective evaluation and possible process and 
efficiency improvements is set aside. This option has an essentially neutral impact on the 
project measurements of cost, risk and objectives, and a positive impact on scheduling, 
because it represents no change to the way things are done today. However, if the region 
makes the choice to have one agency host or manage the system, this model would become 
obsolete, and continuing with this model will no longer be an option. 

Administration: Model Options 
Whether the evaluation of the administration model is done now or at some point in the future, 
the next choice is to determine a model of administration. Below are high-level descriptions of 
the three levels of options we have identified, with corresponding benefits and impacts. 

Option 1:  Keep Existing Administration Model 
The benefit of this approach is that it’s already in place and is a working model. The Site 
Managers have developed strong working relationships with one another and with the Joint 
Board members. Problems get solved, and everyone knows the details of the issues and their 
solutions. This approach has no impact on cost, project schedule and imposes no challenges to 
completing the project. 
The less beneficial impact of this approach is that Site Managers spend more time than is 
optimum on technical and operational matters. Sometimes this may be in lieu of more strategic 
activities that would have greater impact. It’s also likely that solving technical issues is more 
time-consuming for those Site Managers whose background is not in technology. 
 
Keeping the existing model raises some additional questions about efficiency in decision-
making. The current administration model suggests that all agencies have an equal stake in 
trying new policies and products, though not all have the same needs or resources for piloting 
new technologies. There are some policies, like cashless fare collection, that impact the 
agencies differently, and thus don’t share a common vision.  
 
This approach has a neutral impact on cost, schedule, and risk. It does not accomplish the 
objectives of the project in terms of increased operational efficiencies, unless the choice is 
made to have one agency host or manage the system. In that case this model would become 
obsolete, and continuing with this model will no longer be an option. 
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Option 2: Minor Changes  
Appoint a small operational team to manage day-to-day technical matters and vendor 
management, reporting back to Site Managers and the Joint Board.  
 
This approach is similar to the informal way that the regional team functions today. The current 
ad-hoc approach brings together a subject matter expert and someone with appropriate 
technical expertise to address a specific issue until it is solved, then disbands. Extending this 
approach with a permanently assigned team promotes faster response time; recurring and 
related issues can be addressed quickly because the team is familiar with the system and has 
the technical expertise to quickly determine the best path to solution. Because technical 
expertise resides within the dedicated team it fosters a continuing technical relationship with the 
vendor. There would likely be a minimal cost impact from this approach, such as incremental 
expenses to cover personnel assignments. This approach poses no risks to the schedule, nor 
does it create any challenges to completing the project. This approach does create an additional 
team that would report up to the Site Managers and Joint Board, placing some additional burden 
on those entities. The majority of decision authority would remain at the Site Manager and Joint 
Board level as it does today. 

Option 3: Change Administration Structure Completely 
Separate the functions of vendor management, contract administration, and technical oversight. 
Assign vendor management and technical oversight to a single agency that acts on behalf of the 
members, or outsource to an outside vendor. Assign a resource to contract administration. 
 
This approach creates a dedicated and centralized resource to manage all of the vendor 
relations, both strategic and tactical. The advantage of this model is that the region is 
represented consistently by a single entity. In addition to the required technical expertise, the 
agency (or outside vendor) plays a strategic role in the technology roadmap, and in managing 
the day-to-day relationship with the vendor to get the most out of the chosen technology. 
Ongoing technical operations are managed by one entity, who works with the vendor to assess, 
prioritize, and roll out upgrades and patches. Vendor relationship management and contract 
management are separate functions in this approach, which allows work to continue outside of 
contract negotiations. It relieves Site Managers of technical oversight duties. In addition to 
managing the vendor relationship, the technical team would be tasked with continuously 
assessing new technologies and products for the region, ensuring that ORCA stays current with 
customer needs and trends. This team would have decision authority for all vendor interactions, 
with oversight from the Joint Board and input from the Site Managers. This approach provides 
the benefit of relieving the Site Managers of technical oversight, but also moves some control 
away from Site Managers. A good communication plan would need to be part of this approach 
to ensure that the current highly effective communication between agencies continues, and that 
agencies have input and escalation processes to ensure that their needs are met. 
 
From a cost perspective, this approach probably has little impact on overall operating costs, 
because it shifts work already being done to another agency. There could be a cost impact if 
additional personnel are hired, or if an outside vendor is chosen to assume these 
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responsibilities. This approach is neutral to the schedule, although it should be implemented 
simultaneously to the project. It does not present a challenge to completing the project. This 
approach meets three of the strategic goals that have been laid out for this project. It improves 
customer experience by ensuring that changes and updates can be rolled out predictably and 
rapidly. Ultimately it may improve operational efficiency by streamlining administration of the 
back-end and vendor relationship. 
 
The impacts of the various administration options are portrayed in the following table: 

 

 

Administration Recommendations 

Administration: Evaluation Options 
We recommend that the region evaluate the administrative functions and reporting structure 
prior to the procurement of the new system. It is a good business practice to examine 
administration along with other policies, prior to procuring or implementing new systems. The 
current model is effective in many ways, but is somewhat ad-hoc in its approach to solving 
technical issues and managing technical crises. An evaluation of the model can be performed 
concurrently with the Concept of Operations, and thus should not create any extension to the 
current schedule. 

Administration: Model Options 
We recommend that the best course of action be determined by the evaluation. However, we 
believe that the region will need to make at least minor changes to the existing model in order to 
have an effective implementation, and to manage ORCA next generation operations beyond the 
implementation. There are two specific changes that we recommend.  
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Our first recommendation is to appoint a dedicated Project Manager, and a small, dedicated 
team to handle the day-to-day decisions associated with the ORCA next generation project. We 
recommend that the members of this team are the key day-to-day decision makers in the project 
implementation, rather than have the entire Site Manager team be involved in every system 
implementation decision.  
 
Secondly, we recommend that the region insert technical expertise into the operations team, by 
appointing a permanent technical resource to manage the majority of technical interactions with 
the vendor and with the Site Managers. This technical resource would have the autonomy to 
make tactical decisions on a day-to-day basis, and would report back to the Site Managers on a 
regular basis. Appointing a permanent technical resource to the operations team provides the 
benefits of fast issue resolution, particularly in time-critical situations. It also provides an 
opportunity for the technical resource on this team to have continuity in the relationships with 
technology vendors. For this model to work, the technical resource will need to become familiar 
with the vendor contract requirements, and associated business issues, in addition to the 
expected technical understanding. This approach continues the existing practices for strategic 
decisions (Site Managers and Joint Board) and keeps the channels of communication open 
between all the parties.  
  
These recommended changes support the stated strategic objectives of operational efficiency, 
and fiscal responsibility. 

 

High-Level Cost Estimates 
 
At this stage of the project it is challenging to provide cost estimates because there are still so 
many variables yet to be decided. The purpose of the cost estimates below are to assist in 
planning, provide guidance for budget development and allow for costs to be considered when 
making business decisions on the various options. We have broken estimated costs into three 
areas:  
 

● Equipment Replacement Equipment replacement costs (more than half the 
implementation cost) will be incurred at the end of life of the current equipment whether 
or not a next generation system is implemented. 

● Program Implementation The cost of implementation includes all aspects of selecting, 
designing, procuring and implementing the next generation fare collection system. These 
estimates include the costs of consultants, software, development, installations, 
communications and ancillary services. 

● Operations Operational costs include those costs associated with operating, upgrading 
and improving the next general system. These costs are important when making 
strategic decision since the total cost of ownership is an important factor for the region 
and its ability to sustain a system over the long term.  
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Baseline System Cost Estimates 
In order to provide cost estimates associated with the different options we created a baseline 
which can be used for comparison against additional variable costs. The baseline is based upon 
the simplest option available, which is an account-based system implemented with a simplified 
fare policy. All the additional functionality or options are compared to the baseline to highlight 
additional costs above and beyond the minimum. 
 
The estimates below are high level numbers that could vary greatly based on industry changes 
going forward (Near Field Communications (NFC) on the iPhone for example) and are very 
susceptible to an increase in system complexity that could increase the cost drastically. 
 
System Cost Estimates 

Item Estimated Total Cost 

Equipment Replacement ~$15.9 Million 

Program Implementation ~$10.2 Million 

Annual Operational Cost ~$11.3 Million/Year 

 
Some choices will impact the overall costs of the project as illustrated in the table below: 
 
Cost Impacts of Selected Strategies - Implementation 

Area Recommended Strategy Areas Impacted 

Fare Policy Simplified fare policies Back-end system  

Technology Open architecture Back-end system  

Technology Closed + open loop payments Back-end system 

Transition Replace field equipment first Implementation 

Transition  Field equipment first Firmware development 

Administration Add technical team Operations 

 
Similar to implementation costs, the additional options have an impact on operational costs. The 
table below captures the elements which would add to operational costs. 
 
Cost Impacts of Selected Strategies - Operational 

Area Option Change 

Fare Policy Shift fare policy adaptability to 
agency level 

Higher maintenance costs and more 
staff time 
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Architecture Proprietary architecture Higher maintenance and equipment 
replacement costs, higher change order 
and expansion costs 

Payments Open payments Transaction fees for open loop 
payments are about 7-8% 

Transition Parallel systems Higher maintenance costs and 
significantly higher staff time during the 
transition 

 
These estimates are based on the information we have today. As with any cost estimate they 
should be revisited often to address for industry changes and any other factors that impact 
scope. 
 

Schedule  
In order to have the new system functional by the time the current contract expires, we have 
modeled an aggressive schedule that allows for the old system to be turned off by the end of 
2020.  Based on implementations in other regions, this schedule is achievable, but the region 
must collectively commit to a set of actions required to accomplish the required tasks within the 
time allowed.  
 
It is worth comparing this to the timeline of the original ORCA project, which took much longer 
than the six years modeled here. We believe this schedule will only be possible with swift action 
to begin the project and with streamlining of the administration that includes a smaller tactical 
implementation team. Some key factors that contribute to the timeline include: 
 

● The Strategy, represented by this document, will be agreed upon and approved 
(complete) by February 2015. 

● Work on the Concept of Operations, fare policy and administration will start shortly after 
approval of the strategy and can be run concurrently. On many similar projects, the 
difficulties in assembling detailed requirements have added significantly to the time 
required for this phase. 

● The procurement process, which should include Request for Information (RFI) and 
Request for Proposal (RFP) development, can start as soon as the Concept of 
Operations is complete. 

● The design of the next generation system takes the project from Notice to Proceed 
(NTP) all the way to First Article Testing (FAT). 

● Once design is complete the implementation can be started. The sequence of the 
Implementation section is discussed in more detail in the Transition Plans section of this 
document.   Some implementation efforts could be started prior to the completion of 
design, including some of the required infrastructure such as internet on vehicles. 

 
The schedule below relies on the assumptions above: 
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Because this schedule is so tight and relies on a number of changes in approach for the region, 
it will be critical to develop contingency plans in case it slips significantly. In addition to the 
assumptions above, the options we have highlighted throughout the strategy have an impact on 
the estimated schedule. The table below lists the impactful options, the phase affected and the 
change to the schedule: 
 
Schedule Impacts of Selected Options 

Area Option Phase affected Estimated Change 

Fare Policy Simplify fare 
policies 

Preparation While this element will take 9 months it 
will run concurrently with the 
development of the Concept of 
Operations and thus eliminating it will 
only save 4-6 months. 

Transition Field equipment 
first 

Transition rollout 
and parallel 
operation 

Could save a couple of months in 
rollout because it would be a simpler 
installation. Could save six months of 
parallel operation because it’s a less 
painful switch over. 

 
 
Under the recommended transition model, of field equipment first, various elements of the 
system will come on line at various times. The table below outlines the availability of 
components by phase: 
 
Components by Phase 

Step Timing Use 
Old 
ORCA 
Cards 

Add 
Value 
Through 
Old 
System 

Report 
from 
Old 
ORCA 
back-

Use 
New 
ORCA 
Media 

Add 
Value 
Through 
New 
System 

Report 
from 
New 
ORCA 
back-

APIs are 
Available 
For New 
Front End 
Devices 
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end end 

New 
readers in 
the field 

Q4 
2018 

✓ ✓ ✓     

Bring new 
system 
online 

Q2 
2019 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Turn off old 
ORCA 
system 

Q3 
2020 

   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
 

Risk Management 
 
This section is dedicated to describing the major risks associated with the next generation of 
ORCA. The information below is designed to help inform the project team through the strategy 
phase and facilitate planning for the next phase. This information is not a comprehensive Risk 
Management Plan and does not replace the level of risk planning activities that should be 
conducted at the beginning of the next phase.  
 
There are major risks associated with the next generation of ORCA. For purposes of the ORCA 
next generation strategy, we have worked with stakeholders to identify a number of specific 
risks that should become part of the risk management plan, described in more detail below.  
 
Potential Risks and Impacts  
Risk Description   Type of Impact 

Deploying a solution that is not 
scalable, not compatible with 
latest technologies 

System does not meet most current 
standards. 

 Cost, performance 

Lack of installation resources Failure to allocate the appropriate 
resources to achieve an effective 
implementation 

 Schedule 
  

Lack of funding Failure to allocate adequate funding 
through budgeting process or because 
budget cycles are not aligned. 

 Cost, schedule 
  

Lack of executive buy-in Failure to ensure that all agencies 
executives have allocated appropriate 
resources for an effective 
implementation. 

 Schedule, cost 
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Lack of agency buy in Failure to ensure that all agencies have 
allocated appropriate resources for an 
effective implementation. 

 Schedule, cost, 
scope 

Failure to complete project by 
2021 generates need to 
extend Operations and 
Management contract 

  Schedule, cost 

Lack of management 
commitment and support 

Impact of management not leading, 
supplying resources, prioritizing the 
project 

 Schedule, cost 

Unclear project goals and 
objectives 

Failure to develop clear objectives and 
goals prior to procurement and 
throughout the project 

 Cost, schedule, 
performance 

Requirements not defined well Failure to identify and capture 
requirements from all stakeholders and 
incorporate in project plan 

 Cost, schedule, 
performance 

Lack of vendor support and 
partnership (Vendor 
Continuity) 

Vendor does not live up to their 
contract obligations 

 Schedule 

Vendor exits the business Vendor no longer able to provide 
development or support 

 Cost, performance, 
schedule 

Retail operations  Retail operations are not part of 
strategy, and are adversely affected by 
the rollout of new system 

  Performance, cost 

Riders unclear about the new 
system and processes 

Ineffective communication, planning, 
and execution with riders 

 Performance 

Project resources unclear of 
roles, responsibility and project 

Ineffective communication planning 
and execution with project resources 

  Performance, 
schedule 

Implementation of a system 
too complex for riders to 
understand 

A complex system could scare riders 
away, causing reduction in ridership 

Performance, cost 

Incomplete or nonexistent 
business processes, improper 
controls 

Business rules and processes have not 
been fully developed or prior to 
implementation  

 Cost, performance, 
schedule 

Staffing risks (knowledge or 
ability to maintain) 

Attrition of experienced staff leading to 
a loss of institutional knowledge and 
inability to maintain the system 

 Performance 

No monitoring of quality, Lack of metrics to manage and monitor  Cost, schedule, 
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performance and scope project progress performance 

Inadequate staff training Failure to plan for staff training as part 
of the project plan 

 Schedule, cost, 
performance 

Unable to make timely 
decisions 

Inability of region to make decisions 
that affect project implementation; also 
a concern of having too many parties 
involved in key decisions. 

 Schedule 

Installation can’t be done 
timely replacement of 
equipment last time took two 
years (like 5 vehicles per day) 

Implementation cannot be done 
efficiently because of a bottleneck 
around equipment installation 

  Cost, schedule, 
performance 

Physical space on buses In the parallel option, there may not be 
room on buses to accommodate two 
readers 

 Cost, schedule, 
performance 

Potential downtime while new 
system is brought up 

System is not available to some 
constituent group while transition takes 
place 

 Performance, cost 

Transaction security and 
privacy (including PCI 
compliance) 

Security is not compliant, and/or secure 
enough to meet necessary standards 

 Cost, performance 
(system breach) 

Accidentally releasing or 
having customer data released 
to the public 

Concerns around the liability of 
responsibility for security and privacy of 
customer data; in particular related to 
financial transactions 

  Performance 

Sizing of the system to 
accommodate growth 

The need for scalability and a plan for 
growth 

 Cost 

Integration, particularly with 
multiple vendors (also could be 
a procurement/timeline risk) 

Dependencies on multiple vendors 
both in the procurement and 
implementation. Additional risks with 
integration of disparate systems 

 Schedule, 
performance 

Loss of existing ORCA data. Unexpected loss of data during 
transition to the new system 

 Cost, schedule, 

Hardware not compatible with 
new software 

Existing hardware cannot be used with 
new software 

 Cost, performance 

Increased system complexity System is more complex for internal 
operations and maintenance 

Schedule, 
performance 
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Risk Management Plan 
As the project progresses, it is critical to create a Risk Management Plan that includes 
mitigation strategies, ideally when the next phase of next generation ORCA kicks off. This 
should include identification of risks, analysis (both qualitative and quantitative), to identify 
responses or mitigation for the risks and constant monitoring and control of risks through the 
project as part of the project management methodology. 

Risks are an integral component of every project and if not managed properly can jeopardize 
the success of the project. As ORCA moves to the tactical phase of this project a committee 
should be setup to create and manage a Risk Management Plan. Risk mitigation should be an 
integral ongoing process for the duration of the project. At the beginning of the project a Risk 
Management plan will be created with an initial risk list. The Risk committee should identify risks 
and a number of components used to manage those risks. Processes will be established to 
continually meet and review the risks, conduct mitigation techniques, and report. 

As an example, at a minimum the Risk Management Plan should include the following: 
• Risk ID 
• Risk Title 
• Risk Description 
• Risk Owner and Secondary Owner 
• Risk Impact - cost, schedule, performance 
• Risk Probability 
• Risk Level 
• Dates - origination, last update, resolution 
• Risk Mitigation 
• Risk activities list 

For each risk, we analyze the impact on cost, schedule, and performance, the probability that 
the risk will come to pass, and then prioritize each of them and identify specific activities that will 
need to be taken to avoid or mitigate them. Each activity is then assigned to an owner who is 
responsible for tracking, reporting and resolving the issue. 

Metrics 
 
The next generation ORCA project is a large and important undertaking. To be successful, 
implementation of the strategy must include measurement of the success of the program. 
Metrics should be established and used to measure the overall program and each phase from 
planning to post launch. The metrics should align with the region’s strategic goals. In addition to 
measuring the overall strategy, the development of the strategy should be measured for 
success in meeting strategic and project level goals. More metrics are better. Below we have 
highlighted a number of potential metrics that should be considered. 
 

Metrics 
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Project management plan  

Project communication - external 

Project communication - internal 

Rider and community satisfaction 

System usage and penetration 

Agency stakeholder satisfaction 

Budget and schedule adherence 

Agency resources required for implementation and operation 

Up time and time between failures 

Reduced new functionality rollout costs 

Reduced new functionality rollout timeline 

Reduced operational cost 

Improved ease of use - external 

Improved ease of use - internal 

Improved security/PCI compliance 

Improved reporting 

Additional modes 

Additional business programs 

Card value refresh time improvement 

 

 

 

Next Steps 
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At the December 8 Joint Board meeting we discussed the final draft strategy recommendations. 
At the February 2015 Joint Board meeting, we will deliver this document, the ORCA Next 
Generation Strategy for approval. 
 
Upon approval of the strategic recommendations by the Joint Board, the region should 
immediately begin work on Concept of Operations, fare policy review, project administration and 
implementation schedule. Once the Concept of Operations is complete, the procurement 
process, which will include a Request for Information (RFI) and Request for Proposal (RFP) can 
start.  
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms 
 

● Account-Based: information is stored in back office account; off-the-shelf fare 
payment devices; centralized fare calculation; online processing 

● Accumulators / Capping / Best Fares: A pass which sets the maximum fare 
value (“cap”) a stored value customer may be charged within the defined 
calendar period(s), e.g., per day, week, month, year.  Fares paid “accumulate” 
toward the cap, ensuring the rider receives the “best fare” for trips taken 

● Barcode: Mobile ticketing presented by a barcode that can be optically scanned 
● Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE): Mobile tickets based on having sensors/emitters 

on the transit vehicle that are detected by the phone  
● Business Rules: Business rules describe the operations, definitions and 

constraints used to implement fare policy in an electronic fare collection system. 
● Card-Based: information is stored on the card itself; complex fare payment 

devices and software; offline processing 
● Closed-Loop: based on proprietary formats and protocols; limited fare media 

options 
● Concept of Operations: The Concept of Operations (CONOPS) is a user-

oriented document that describes the characteristics for a proposed asset or 
system from the viewpoint of any individual or organizational entity that will use it 
in their daily work activities or who will operate or interact directly with it. 

● DBOM Finance: Design-Build-Operate- Maintain. A vendor owns and operates 
the fare collection system. Adding finance, the agency doesn’t pay up front 
capital cost, but rather pays as it is used. 

● Mobile Ticketing: Transit passes both purchased and presented on a smart 
phone 

● Near Field Communications (NFC): Contactless payment using specific 
security and communication technology 

● Open APIs: a subset of Open Architecture. Application Programming Interfaces 
between the different parts of the system are agency controlled and published to 
enable different vendors to create different components. 

● Open Architecture: agency-controlled interfaces; flexible procurement options; 
enhanced interoperability 

● Open Payments: standardized card formats; credit and debit payment options; 
mobile payment options 

● Rolling Period Passes: A transit pass initiated upon first use and valid for a 
defined period of consecutive days thereafter 

● Single System Integrator: reliance on single vendor for support, upgrades, and 
maintenance; limited-flexibility; high-cost to upgrade and expand 

● Stored Value: The use of an account or ‘e-cash’ as opposed to passes or tickets 
to pay for transit rides 

● Visual Mobile Ticketing: Mobile tickets presented on a smartphone and 
validated visually 

 


